HOW TO MAKE CONCRETE LETTERS
THINGS YOU’LL NEED:
Easy mix mortar or concrete patcher
Concrete oxide powder
Small mixing container
Trowel
Silicone letter baking mould
Ice cream sticks
Gloves
Mask
Plywood or some sort of board
Paint/spray paint/magnets (optional)
METHOD:
MIX CONCRETE

1. Before you start, place plywood (or anything else similarly stiff and board-like) over your work
surface. This not only protects your table from the potential mess, but it’s also gonna help you
agitate the mold too (we’ll get into that later).
2. Make sure you have your mask and gloves on before you start handling the concrete mix.

3. Start by adding a small amount of water to your mixing container. It’s important to add water to
the container first before adding any mix. Follow the instructions on your own bag of concrete
mix BUT if it is too dry, go with your gut and add a little bit more water.
4. It is easy to add too much water. So, to check to see if you have too much, agitate the mixing
container, and excess water will rise to the surface. Do this by quickly hitting the insides of the
walls of the container back and forth with your stirring stick. This should cause extra water, if
there is any, to rise to the surface. If you see water pooling a little at the top, add a little more
concrete mix, stir it around, and agitate the container again to test for more water.
5. When no excess water remains and your concrete is about the consistency of a sandy
milkshake, you’re good to go. (In total, you’ll need to mix for 2-3 minutes to make sure
everything is incorporated).

FILL MOLD

6. Once your mixed concrete is ready, spoon it into the letters of the mold that you want to make.
You’ll want to overfill the letters a little. The concrete will settle down into the mold.
7. Now you need to agitate the mold to get out any air bubbles. This is where the plywood comes
in handy. We like to shake and drop the plywood with the mold on top of it, since the plywood
is a lot sturdier to grab onto than a silicone mold full of wet concrete. You can still agitate the
mold itself by scooting it quickly side to side, but I wouldn’t pick it up or anything. You’ll see the
bubbles rise to the surface. You can pop them with whatever stirrer or scooper you have on
hand, then give the mold another good shake to see if any more come up (do not stress too

much, air-bubbles do not ruin the look, they can actually look cool – but if you’re fussy, get rid
of them).
8. Scrape off any excess concrete off the top (we used a popsicle stick, but again whatever you
have around is fine, just something with a flat edge). You can give it one last shake which
should smooth out your scraped-off surface.
9. Leave them for 24 hours to dry.

SEAL (OPTIONAL)

10. Before you take them out of the mold, you have the option to apply a concrete sealer to the
backs of them (the side you can see when they’re still in the mold). This step is optional, but
this side of the letters tends to be a little dusty and the sealer will help lessen the dust.
11. If you want to use it, apply a thin coat and let it dry for about an hour.

DEMOLD LETTERS

12. Push the letters out from the back. Work carefully and slowly to avoid damaging the mold or
the letters. (If you are worried about damaging the letters you could wait a full 7 days for them
to fully cure). Otherwise, demold after 24 hours or so.
13. The back edge might be a little rough, so chip off any rough edges with your finger or give
them a light sand.

14. The letters continue to cure once they’re out of the mold because air is able to reach areas
that were previously encased. You can see the difference between a freshly demolded set of
letters and one that is fully cured in the photo below. Also, if you rest these on something
absorbent, they’ll leave moisture spots.

PAINT (OPTIONAL)
15. Give the letters a dipped look by painting the bottom third or half with gold leaf paint but really
you could experiment with lots of different techniques and styles – they’d all look great.
16. Let it dry and voila!

ADD MAGNETS (OPTIONAL)
17. Use a hot glue gun to add small magnets to the backs of your letters.
18. Now you can attach these to your fridge or dishwasher!

